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Central Club Challenge 9th March 2017 
 

On the 9th March Bedford together with 9 other clubs entered the Central Club Challenge hosted by 

New City Photographic Society. 

The judge was Allan Thomson who spent time on each image to add his personal critique on how 

images may be improved for competitions and the merits of different software post processing 

packages. This gave food for thought for all who attended. 

There were 6 rounds each round had to be from a different author so Bedford was represented by 

Andy Howe with Blue eyes 
John Gough with Dystopian future 
Bruce Deacon with Fox hound 
Richard Burn with Lost in thought 
John Pegram with Watching the sunset 
  

The winning club was Rushden & District with 112 points. Bedford came in 5th with 108 points. 

Hound Dog by Bruce Deacon was given was a maximum score of 20 with some very encouraging 

comments from the judge 

 

East Anglian Federation print championship 12th March 2017 
 
Judging at the East Anglian Federation print championship was fast and furious. 26 clubs of the 127 

clubs within the EAF region went head to head to be selected to represent East Anglia at the 

Photographic Association of Great Britain in October 2017. 

 The first selection consisted of 15 rounds from all 26 participating clubs to determine the top 10 

clubs 

The 3 judges Duncan Hill, Dave Stewart and Chris Palmer each had a maximum score of 5 points, so 

the maximum mark any print could score was 15. 

In the 1st selection round which consisted of 350 prints only 4 prints achieved the maximum score, 

so scoring was tough. 

Bedford was represented by the following members in the 1st selection round 

Andy Howe with his prints Kestrel Landing and Male Lion 
Bruce Deacon with his prints Nosey and Silverback Gorilla 
Cliff Harvey with his prints The Eyes Have It, Andrew and Catching the Air 
Ian Whiting with his print Marmoset on Glass 
John Gough with his prints Rainy Sunset and Christmas at St Pancreas 
John Pegram with his prints Harbour View and The Grab 
Lynn Short with her print Groyne on Littlestone Beach 



Sue Allen with her print In Fine Feather 
Vaughan Dean with his print Wisdom 
 

After the first selection round Bedford had scored 147 points, we needed to have scored 163 to 

make it through to the second round. 

All clubs had to submit their second round prints, should we have been able to display them for 

judging the following prints would have represented Bedford. 

Andy Howe with his print Leopardess 
Bruce Deacon with his prints Dunstanburgh Castle and Hound Dogs 
Cliff Harvey with his print Stolen Kiss 
Clive Williams with his print Ahambra Sunset 
Issa Farhoud with his print Goðafoss Slabs 
John Pegram with his prints Rob Wood at Toddington and Southbank to St Pauls 
Lynn Short with her print Iva Barr 
Manuel Fohler with his print Evening Mood at Southwold 
 

Only 2 more prints were awarded the maximum scores of 15 in the second round and at the end of 

judging Cambridge Camera club were winners overall and together with the Beyond group will go 

forward to the national competition. Colchester Photographic Society came a close 3rd 

A big thank you goes to all members who print their PDIs so that Bedford has a wide selection to 

choose from. 

   

 


